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Communiation Group S ChenMotivations and BakgroundFinite preision ontroller implementation an seriously inuene losed-loopperformane.� Two types of �nite word length errors: roundo� errors in arithmetioperations { ontroller signal errors, and ontroller oeÆientrepresentation errors { ontroller parameter errors. This work is onernedwith the latter, whih has ritial inuene on losed-loop stability.� Two strategies: diret and indiret. This work adopts an indiretapproah.� Most works deal with �x-point implementation. This work is for oating-point implemented ontrollers.� A main ontribution of this work is dealing with not only preision butalso dynami range of a numerial representation sheme.
2Communiation Group S ChenFloating-Point Representation

� Floating-point proessor of bit length � = 1+ �w+ �e represents x 2 R:one bit for sign, �w bits for mantissa, and �e bits for exponent of x.� Given �e bits, the lower and upper limits of exponents are e and e, withe� e = 2�e � 1. Denote the set of integers e � e � e as Z[e; e℄.� If the exponent of x, e = blog2 jxj + 1, is within Z[e; e℄, there is nounderow or overow. In suh a ase, x is perturbed toQ(x) = x(1 + Æ); jÆj < 2�(�w+1)

The perturbation is multipliative, unlike the additive perturbationresulting from �xed-point arithmeti.� �e determines the dynami range, and �w the preision of representation.
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Communiation Group S ChenProblem De�nition� Plant: P (z) � (AP ;BP ;CP ); AP 2 Rm�m,BP 2 Rm�l,CP 2 Rq�m.� Controller: C(z) � (AC;BC;CC;DC); AC 2 Rn�n, BC 2 Rn�q,CC 2 Rl�n, DC 2 Rl�q.Denote an initially designed ontroller realization as X0 and a generirealization X. Let A(X) be the losed-loop transition matrix with X.� Controller realization setSC 4= �X : AC = T�1A0CT;BC = T�1B0C;CC = C0CT;DC = D0C	where T 2 Rn�n is an arbitrary non-singular matrix� All X 2 SC are equivalent in in�nite preision implementation: anidential set of losed-loop eigenvalues �i(A(X)), 1 � i � m+ n, whihare all within the unit disk.
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Communiation Group S ChenDynami Range Measure� An dynami range (exponent) measure for oating-point realization X:(X) 4= log2�4kXkmaxg(X) �

where kXkmax 4= maxj;k jxj;kj and g(X) 4= minj;k fjxj;kj : xj;k 6= 0g.� X an be represented in oating-point format of �e exponent bits withoutunderow or overow, if 2�e � (X).� Let �mine be the smallest exponent bit length forX without underow andoverow. Then, �mine = �b� log2(blog2 kXkmax � blog2 g(X)+ 1).� (X) provides an estimate of �mine as:^�mine 4= �b� log2 (X)
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Communiation Group S ChenFinite Preision Stability Consideration

� Even without underow or overow, due to �nite �w, X) X+X Æ�,with perturbation matrix � satisfying k�kmax < 2�(�w+1).� With �, �i(A(X)) ) �i(A(X +X Æ�)): Will any of whih beomeoutside the unit disk? Or how robust losed-loop stability is to �?� It is ritial to know how large � will ause losed-loop instability forrealization X. Or we would like to know the largest open hyperube inperturbation spae, within whih losed-loop system remains stable.� The size of this open hyperube is de�ned by�0(X) 4= inffk�kmax : A(X+X Æ�) is unstablegHowever, we do not know how to alulate �0(X) given X.
6Communiation Group S ChenTratable Preision Measure

� A tratable preision (mantissa) measure is:

�1(X) 4= mini2f1;��� ;m+ng 1� j�i(A(X))j�j�ij�� ����=0sumwhere �j�ij�� sum 4=Pj;k ����j�ij�Æj;k���.� Under some mild onditions, j�i(A(X+XÆ�))j < 1 if k�kmax < �1(X).� Let �minw be the smallest mantissa bit length that guarantees losed-loopstability for oating-point implemented X.� �1(X) provides an estimate of �minw as: ^�minw1 4= �blog2 �1(X) � 1.
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Communiation Group S ChenFWL Closed-Loop Stability Measure

� Goodness of X an be measured by a large value of �1(X) and a smallvalue of (X) ) FWL losed-loop stability measure:�1(X) 4= �1(X)=(X)

� De�ne the minimum total bit length required in oating pointimplementation: �min = �mine + �minw + 1. �1(X) provides an estimateof �min as: ^�min1 4= �blog2 �1(X)+ 1� �1(X) takes into aount both the dynami range and preisiononsiderations.� Given a ontroller realization X, the value of �1(X) an be omputed.
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Communiation Group S ChenOptimal Realization Problem� An optimal ontroller realization problem is de�ned as� 4= maxX2SC �1(X)

� With respet to a given initial realization X0, X = X(T). By de�ningf(T) 4= �1(X(T))the optimal realization is posed as the optimization problem:� = maxT2Rn�ndetT6=0 f(T)

� With an optimal transformation matrix Topt, the optimal realizationXoptan readily be omputed.
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Communiation Group S ChenDesign Experiments

� MATLAB optimization routine fminsearh.m is used to solve theoptimization problem numerially.The resulting optimal ontroller realization is denoted as Xopt.� Compare with an existing work (Whidborne and Gu 2002, IFAC WorldCongress), whih minimizes a weighted losed-loop eigenvalue sensitivityindex.This is the only existing work we an �nd that deals with FWL losed-loopstability of oating-point implemented ontroller.Note that this is e�etively a preision measure only.The resulting \optimal" ontroller realization is denoted as Xs.
10Communiation Group S ChenExample OneExample from (Gevers and Li 1993): m = 4, n = 4 and l = q = 1 with aninitially design ontroller X0.Realization X0 Xs Xopt�1 2.6644e-9 4.7588e-6 9.5931e-6^�min1 30 19 18�1 8.5182e-8 8.7907e-5 1.5229e-4^�minw1 23 13 12 3.1971e+1 1.8473e+1 1.5875e+1^�mine 5 5 4�min 26 15 13�minw 20 9 8�mine 5 5 4
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Communiation Group S ChenExample TwoExample from (Whidborne et al. 2001, IEEE Trans. AC, Vol.46): m = 2,n = 3 and l = q = 1 with an initially design ontroller X0.Realization X0 Xs Xopt�1 2.6767e-11 3.1047e-6 5.8446e-6^�min1 37 20 19�1 2.8122e-10 7.6679e-5 8.2771e-5^�minw1 31 13 13 1.0506e+1 2.4697e+1 1.4162e+1^�mine 4 5 4�min 30 15 12�minw 25 9 7�mine 4 5 4
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Communiation Group S ChenConlusions

� A new omputationally tratable FWL losed-loop stability measure hasbeen derived for oating-point ontroller realizations, whih takes intoaount both the exponent and mantissa of oating-point representation.� This new measure yields a more aurate estimate for the FWL robustnessof losed-loop stability for given ontroller realization.� Based on this FWL losed-loop stability measure, the optimal ontrollerrealization problem has been formulated, whih an be solved for usingstandard numerial optimization algorithms.
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